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\Vith the increasing consumption power of women in Hong ~ong, they are 
demanding for high quality fashion. A total sense of fashion cannot go without hair 
accessories. The mark~t research of J&R Inc. indicates that there is great market 
, - potential for high-end hair accessories in Hong Kong. The project outlines J&R Inc. 's 
business plan for a series of retail outlets of high end hair accessories in Hong Kong. 
The success of this business relies on the strengths of the key management, support 
from professionals, a sound . marketing mix, efficient production and operations and a 
strong financial backup. 
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As non-business graduates in the Chinese University Master of Business 
Administration class, we have exposed ourselves to a new horizon - accounting, 
finance, . operations, marketing, human resources and more. We are given the 
opportunity to test our business skills through case studies, projects, 
examinations .. etc .. , but there is still something missing. 
Real life business is a combination of all of the different functional areas that 
we have mentioned. Two· years had past and it is time for us to put our knowledge to 
one final test - a business plan. We are confident that by going through all the steps of 
setting up and. running a business, we could create interface for the different functional 
areas and will be able to in~egrate the knowledge that we have acquired by now. 
The objectives of this project is to derive a business plan based on an 
integration of academic knowledge and real business situation that is viable to be 
implemented in real life situation. 
2 
We are confident that the plan we have is' feasible and hope that we may be able 
J 




Market Segmentation and Product Positioning Strategy 
Market segmentation is to divide the diverse population of target customers in 
the potential market into homogenous segments. Some of the segments may then be 
selected as the target to be reached through distinct social marketing strategies. 
Generally speaking, market segffientation posed three major benefits in the 
development of distinctive marketing strategies. Firstly, it enables marketers to target 
their efforts to their target audiences who need their product most or who can be 
served best by their products. Secondly, it_ enables marketers to tailor their products to 
the target customers' needs hence create greater satisfaction to the users and allow the 
product to sustain market adoption. Thirdly, segmentation also . allows marketers to 
tailor communication and distribution strategies more effectively to meet the 
. customers' needs and to win adoptions. 
When analyzit)g the profiles of a target customer population, we can ' 
partitioned the whole population into many ind~vidual segments using single or 
multiple criteria. When determining the be~t partitioning method) marketers need to 
-, ' 
consider criteria that best capture differences in the behavior of target customers. In 
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-certain cases, the different behaviors maybe a function of demographics. In other 
cases, geographic or psychographic characteristics are the primary se~mentation 
variables. 
As · more and more segments arise, overlap between them increases. Since 
there is no one single correct segmentation method. A best grouping can often be 
--
found through the use of statistical criteria to define similarity between customers. But 
in the final analysis, effective segmentation is always based on good managerial 
decisions. The goal here is -to segment the market for the purpose of -achieving 
maxi!lluin profits. 
In a segmentation analysis, however, marketers strive to understand how the 
market is defined which allows them to target one or more market opportunities. 
Hence, the product positioning analysis takes place within a target segment and tells 
marketers how they can compete most effectively in that market segment. Whereas an 
effective positioning strategy thus requires careful analysis · of market segment and an 
evaluation of how well competitors are meeting the needs and wants of specific 
segments. " 
Sometimes positioning, or,:_ repositioning, represents a deliberate a~empt to 
attack another finn's product and take away others market share. " In other instances, 
the objective may be to avoid head-to-head competition by appealing to alternative 
market segments whose needs are not presently we!.!' served by existing products. _ 
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Product positioning often reflects not only intrinsic product characteristics but 
also the image created by promotional strategies, pricing decisions, and choice of 
distribution channels. 
Consumers' Purchasing Behavior 
Marketers are particularly interested ' in consumers' purchasing behaviors. 
However, one must also recognized that consumers also make a lot of non-purchase 
behaviors. Sometimes these non-purchasing ' behaviors can influence ,the entire 
consumers' purchasing decisions. 
In fact, all aspects of affection and cognition are involved in consumer decision 
making, including the knowledge, meanings, and beliefs activated from memory, and 
" , 
the attention and comprehension processes involved in interpreting new inform~tion in 
the environment. However, the essence of consumer decision making is the integration 
process by which knowledge iscombitied to evaluate two or more alternative 
behaviors and, select one. The outcome of this integration process is a choice, which is 
represented cbgnitively as a behavioral intention. 
Obviously, a conscious de~ision making process does not necessarily occur 
every time such behaviors are performed. Some voluntary behaviors have become 
habitual. They are based on intentions stored in memory that were produced by a past 
decision · making process., When activated, these ' previous formed intentions or 




may not be necessary. Such phenomenon best explained the brand loyal behavior in 
certain customer sets. 
'Finally, some behaviors are not -yoluntary and are affected largely by 
environmental factors. For instance, product displays and aisle placement dictate how 
consumers move through stores. Decision ,making is not relevant in such cases. 
The Needs an~ Wants of Clothing and Accessories 
The explanation accepted by most experts to explain the origin of clothing is 
the self-adorning theory. Flugel (1920, p. 86), in The Psychology of Clothes, supports 
the theory that people first interested in clothing or body ornamentation as a way to 
enhance their attractiveness. Most scholars also agree that clothes and accessories 
originated in human desire to p~ay up one's own physical charms and to make oneself 
more attractive to others, especially opposite sex. They believed that clothing and 
accessories can be used by individuals to stimulate sexual attractiveness. Adults, 
especially women, seem to transfer their exhibitionistic urges to fashion and eventually 
create their needs and wants for even better clothing and accessories. 
Theories of Fashion Adoption 
Trickle-down Theory 
The trickle-down theory is the oldest theory of fashion adoption. It assumes 
the existence of a ,social hierarchy in which Jower classes identification with levels 
, " 
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above them, and those at the top seek disassociation from those they consider inferior. 
These the?ry sugge~ted that fashion trends start at the top of the social pyramid and 
gradually win acceptance at progres~ively lower social levels. 
-By the same token, this theory implies that from ti~e to time the upper classes 
will adopt new fas~ons . to symbolize their superior positions. When the lower classes 
. - . 
show their social equality by adopting the same fashion., the uPl?er classes will then 
discard the fashion and adopt a-new one to reassert their superior position. This could 
partially explained the acceptance of counterfeit products among the less worthy 
households. 
Trickle-across theory 
The trickle-across theory claims that fashion moves horizontally between 
groups at similar social levels. This theory suggests that each class or social group had 
its own fashion leader. With the availability of rapid communications and mass 
production, new styles at various price levels are exposed to fashion leaders of all 
. social groups at approximately the same time. 
This theory implies that fashion diffusion can start at the same time within 
several social classes. Members within each class or social group look at leaders of 
their own g~oup for fashion trends instead of watc~ng unknown leaders from higher 
social classes or groups. Eventually,-when there established a norm among the social 
class, individuals in the same group will affec~ each other in fashion adoption. 
8 
. Factors Affecting the Needs and Wants' of Fashion Merchandises 
Consumer ac'ceptance of fashion is influenced both by the availability of 
,technically feasible products and by the broad influences in the environment that affect 
consumer attitudes about fashion merchandise. -Economic conditions, change of roles 
of women, social, mobility and inc~easing education affects fashion interest and 
demand. Retailers 'and manufacturers of fashion merchandise must be aware of these 
.I 
environmental conditions and their influences on consumer acceptance because outside 
factors strongly influence fashion demand . 
. Economic Conditions 
Economic conditions play a vital role in the growth of the fashion industry and 
in turn affect the rate of fashion movement. Certain economic conditions such as the 
availability of resources, consumer income, and the value of the currency have a direct 
impact on the rate of fashion change. An upturn in the economy can encourage 
fashion change, whereas a declining economy often retard fashion change. 
Change of Roles of Women 
The changing status of women has influenced the movement of fashion 
considerably in the twentieth century. Women's needs and wants in fashion have 
changed as they have ~ecome better educated, better employed and more exposed to 
new ideas. The number of working women increased significantly in the last decades. 
With more women in' the work force, mo~e businesslike career clothing has been 
needed. During . the past decade, women have made progress toward equal 
：9 
employment opportunity. Women enjoy more discretionary income than at any point 
at the past，which also increases the speed of fashion change. All of these changes in 
\ 
women's lifestyles contribute to changes in their fashion and buying habit. 
Social and Physical Mobility 
Changes in the rate of movements can be affected by social and physical 
mobility. Sociologists have long related fashion change to social mobility. Since social 
class is based largely upon occupation, income, and education, many people have 
moved upward to a higher income and social level through improved education. With 
the rise often comes increased interest in fashion. People often show their improved 
status by wearing more expensive, fashionable clothing. 
Physical mobility also encourages demand for fashion. As people move around 
they are exposed to many new fashion influences, and they develop the desire to adopt 
new ideas in their dressing and living environments. Physical mobility can involve daily 
commuting, shopping at retail stores，traveling for business or pleasure and changing 
residence. \ 
Increased Education 
The increasingly higher level of education has also accelerated the fashion 
change. With more education, consumers can increase their earning power, allowing 
them to satisfy more of their wants and needs. Education gives consumers a more 
..‘ .....t •:. 
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sophisticated taste level and often^^ 
a fashionable environment. Knowledge alsa adds confidence in consumer decision .. \ . 
— making. 
. . i . . . . . . . . -... . .. > . 
Effects of Fashion on the Shopping Habits 。：'  / 
.:. . ’.. • :r� _ . 5 ’ :. • : • K ‘ . . ,, . ’ ’ v : -1 
Fashion affects the clothing and accessories people wear. Fashion encourages 
women to wear their hair long or short，curly or straight，blond or brunette. Fashion 
influences the colors, the fabrics, and the style of women's clothing. It also determined 
the colors of cosmetics worn. As a result，the shopping habit of consumers may 
altered as the change in fashion and will be according to their receptiveness towards 
the dynamic fashion movement. 
On the other hand, children also respond to fashion. Children are influenced by 
their peers beginning at an early age to dress as other dress. They are often teased and 
ridiculed if their way of dressing is different from that of their peers. The influence of 
fashion grows stronger as, the teen years approach. Wearing, the right brand name 
clothing and accessories aire often very important to the teenagers. 
The Hair Accessories Business 
Within the apparel industry, fashion accessories are items that accompany items 
of wearing apparel to complete the total fashion look. Accessories include hair 
ornaments, shoes, handbags, belts, hosiery and jewelry. Such items are closely tied to 
.. ‘ ., ... * • , \ ‘.： 、• 
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the prevailing fashions in outwear. Accessories must be correlated with fashion 
. ‘ i 
apparel for the total fashion look. 
� - • 
To date, many items that used to be available in a limited selection are now 
found in a tremendous variety of colors and styles. Many retailers and manufacturers 
are successful in business because of the desire to keep current with fashion 
encourages consumers to purchase goods to fulfill wants as well as needs. Retailers 
and manufacturers recognize that fashion meets a basic desire that people have for 
change, and they know that consumers buy to satisfy emotional wants as well as 
physical needs. Ultimately it is the consumer who determines the success of the 
fashion business. Through acceptance or rejection of the goods offered, the consumer 
decides which items will be in fashion. 
The hair accessories business/ however, not only affected by the fashion in 
outwear, the prevailing fashion in hair styles also play a major role in shaping hair 
accessories business. Retailers and manufacturers must realize that it is important to 
understand how new fashion ideas are disseminated and how they are adapted to fit the 
tastes, lifestyles and budgets of different consumer groups. 
WK^H ；, .； ；4 - "'V'- X. .、"_..，.....'�...�_..:•.:’�• -, r： ‘ ‘ ‘ • 
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Objective 
The objective of this research is to better understand the overall dynamic (i.e.， 
behavioral and attitudinal) of the hair accessories market in Hong Kong. More 
specifically, the research will help answer the following key market questions. 
-丄 What are the behavioral (purchase and usage) dynamics within the hair accessories 
market? 
_ What is the attitudinal framework for hair accessories? 
- What demographic and attitudinal factors are best associated with hair accessories 
usage? 
. Methodology 
400 copies of the attached questionnaire at Appendix 1 were distributed using 
the snowball method in July 1994. Twenty questionnaire distributors were allied. 
Each of them were asked to distribute the questionnaires to potential female 
respondents and collected the completed questionnaires afterward. 




/The advantage of the snowball sampling method is that it is convenient and less 
time consuming to use. The snowball sampling method is a non-probability sampling 
method. The major weakness lies on the limited control on the representativeness of 
the selected samples. As a result, the sampling variability and possible bias involved 
could not be estimated. However, balancing these limitation with the advantage of 
connivance and high response rate, the snowball method was still chosen. 
In the market survey, only female respondents were included. Behavior of 
male customers who purchased the products as gift were not included in the analysis. 
This allows the survey to focus on understanding the buying behavior of female 
customers. 
Some of the questions required the respondent to reexamine their purchasing 
behaviors in the past six months. The confidence of those data depend on the fidelity 
of individual respondents. 
The Questionnaire 
In designing the questionnaire, our aim is to strike a balance between obtaining 
as much information as desirable and avoiding to ask too many questions, Major 
questions were summarized as follows: 
： ； > ； ‘ . .；- ；'. ； ,/〈 " ； « ‘ , ,.、 ’’ »" -,； 
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-Number of hair accessories bought in the past six months. 
- Popular districts for buying hair accessories. 
A 
-Popular outlets for buying hair accessories. 
-Attributes of hair accessories which' are considered important in the purchase 
decision. • 
-Attitudes towards branded and unbranded hair accessories. 
Personal data including age，education level, occupation and household and 
personal disposable income were also documented to enhance a better understanding 
on demographic characteristics‘ 
Sample Size « 
A total of 279 questionnaires were completed, among which 253 were usable. 
Processing of Survey Data 
The completed questionnaires were edited and coded. Then，the data were 
input into a micro computer for data processing. The electronic statistical package, 
SPSS, was used for creating and validating the data set. Cross-tabulations and other 
simple calculations such as deriving percentages were also conducted using SPSS. 
Survey Findings and Interpretation 
Demand of Hair Accessories 
. •:. . • . . 、（ '. , . . ‘ ‘ 
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Among the 253 respondents, 66 percent of them had purchased hair 
accessories in the past six months. 17 percent of them had purchased more than six 
A , " , 
hair accessories in the past six months. Respondents aged between 16-25 and 31-40 
• tend to purchase more hair accessories items. They are mainly students, white-collar 
workers or housewives. 
Location Where Purchases Were Made , 
Although 31 percent of the respondents do not have the tendency to purchase 
hair accessories in any particular districts, other respondents tend to make their 
purchases in busy shopping areas. Among which, 17 percent mentioned Causeway 
Bay and 15 percent mentioned Mongkok as the major districts where they purchase 
hair accessories. Respondents from less wealthy household (HK$20,000 or below) 
prefer shopping in Mongkok while white-collar workers prefer shopping in areas like 
Causeway Bay and Admiralty. 
The findings also indicated that 35 percent of the respondents made their 
purchases in department store counters and 28 percent from hair accessories specialty 
stores. Both types of outlets were expected to provide wider product variety. 
Best Represent Price of the Hair Accessories Purchased 
39 percent of the respondents normally purchase hair accessories which costs 
less than HK$200. They are mainly students and blue-collar workers. Whereas the 
,' • •'. . . ； * . . • 
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white-collar workers, administrative/managerial personnel and housewives who tend to 
dominate the segment purchase more expensive hair accessories. 
� 
Factors Affecting Purchasing Decisions 
Quality, variety of styles and colors as well as popularity among peers seem to 
be the three main factors considered in the purchasing decisions. 22 percent of the 
respondents think that quality of the products is their major concern, while 20 percent 
treasure variety most in making purchasing decision. 
Expectation on Hair Accessories Specialty Shop 
When considering hair accessories specialty shop； 31 percent expects it to 
provide some tailor-made or customizing service, 28 percent want to have better 
service from the sales assistants. This is especially true for the higher household 
income segment. 
. : . 、 . . . .-. ., ,•、. . • '" ' . . . “, . ' • ' • ..-.： 
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FOCUS GROUP STUDIES 
Purpose and Objectives 
Customer's personality represents a set of characteristics that can be used to 
segment the market. According to Henry Assael, personality can be defined as:-
"patterns of behavior that are consistent and enduring…,‘ Personality 
characteristics can be valuable guides to marketers. ” 
Personality characteristics may help us to position our products as well. Hence，we 
have chosen the focus group studies as a means to collect more information regarding 
the demographic and psychographic characteristics of our potential customers. 
Philip Kotler defined focus group studies as> 
“a gathering of six to ten persons who spend a few hours with a skilled 
interviewer to discuss a product, service, organization, or other market 
entity. ” 
. . . ' .I > :- •： , \ ‘ . . 5 
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Kotler commented that focus group studies are useful exploratory step to yield insights 
into consumer perception, attitudes, and satisfaction. Besides，focus groups are likely 
to stimulate discussion because of the typical group context and such a setting increase 
the breath of ideas. 
As we have mentioned in the earlier sections, the objectives of our market 
survey is to collect general data of our potential customers, to establish whether there 
is a market for hair accessories and to understand their buying behavior. Based on 
those data, we found that there is a need to research further into the demographic and 
psychographic characteristics of customers. Hence，the focus group studies are the 
continuation of our market survey. The objectives are:-
•i To research into the following areas of our potential customers:-
-purchasing pattern which includes their desirable distribution outlet; price; 
styles and designs; product type; 
-the desirable services that go with the, products; and 
-the motives for buying hair accessories. 
• To formulate a direction of business strategies based on the data collected. 
Compositions 
Based on the results of our survey, we have identified people with the 
following demographic characteristics are likely to be our potential customers:-
• Executive women aged between 21 and 30 
'/• ‘ ‘ . ‘ . . .： ’’ •',- ‘‘'' . .-.' 、 
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• Unemployed Women from wealthy household 
• Teenagers aged between 14 and 19 
Therefore, we have located people with the above background and invited 
\ them to the focus group interviews that were held between the end of August to 
September 1994. We have held six focus group studies altogether. There are 
altogether 48 participants, with eight in one group. All of them are female. People 
with similar background are grouped together. The six groups can be categorized into 
three main groups according to their background. Details are as follows:-
Group 1:-Executive Women 
Participants of this category are working women between 21 - 30 years old， 
who are either professionals, civil servants or business managers with average personal 
income of HK$3 5,000. 12 of them are college graduates and the rest have completed 
Form 7. 
Group II:-Unemployed Women from Wealthy Household 
Participants of this category are women who are economically inactive, that is, 
they are not employed but come from families with average household income over 
HK$30,000. All of the participants in this category have domestic helpers to perform 
housekeeping functions. Education background in this category is rather diverse，with 
eight college graduates, five secondary school graduates and three primary school 
graduates. ,, 
Group III:- Teenagers 
• . . :...:..' . 20 
Participants of this category are teenagers between 14 - 19 years old. 
Participants are either secondary or college students. A few of them have part time 
jobs, like private tutors or part time workers at fast food stores. Average personal 
income is HK$2?200. . 
Tssues Discussed 
The issues that have been discussed in the focus groups are same to all and can 
be summarized as follows:-
• Do you use hair accessories, if yes, what kind of hair accessories would you use? 
• Where do you usually buy your hair accessories? 
• What are the criteria that you would use when choosing your hair accessories? 
• On average, how much do you spend on hair accessories each month? 
• On average, how frequent do you shop for hair accessories? 
• If there is a new retail outlet for hair accessories, what is your immediate reaction to 
the concept? 
• What kind of services would you like to see there? 
• ‘ Interviewer will show one bow and one head band to the participants at this point 
and ask them will they buy them and at what price. Interviewer will also ask them 
to comment on the quality and design of the showed items. 
• Do you have any other suggestions which might improve the concept? . 
‘ _ . ! ' : \ \ . ， • 7 ‘ . ' . 1 ‘ \ . [ \ •“ ' ' • , ' , - 1 ». ' ' • “ 
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V Findings 
In general, all six focus groups had been conducted in an open and meaningful 
manner； At first, some participants were too shy to voice their opinions，but after 
some warm-up and motivation by the interviewer，they were able to express their 
views freely. The participants had found the experience enjoyable. The gist of the 
discussions are summarized in the following sections. 
Buyer Behavior 
Around 75 percent of the participants used at least one kind of hair accessories, 
the rest either had short hair or believed that they do not look good with them but 
reckoned that they would try to use some under professional guidance. In general， 
teenagers used more and buy more hair accessories than the other two groups. 
Participants regard hair clips, hair bends, hats, sunglasses, fresh flowers, hair 
nets, ribbons, rubber bands, bobby pins and scarf as hair accessories. The five most 
popular items，in order of ranking were hair clips, hair bends, (pony tail holder)，hair 
nets ribbons and hats., 
Younger participants tend to shop for hair accessories at Japanese Department 
Stores, Loft, trendy shops at Pak Lei Commercial and Shopping complex, small shops 
at Mongkok and Causeway Bay and street hawkers. Teenagers shop for variety and 
they wanted to but things that are fen and unique in designs. Although a small amount 
. , ....I ‘ ；^ . "h . - �� • ‘ �‘ 
of executives and the more well-ofif participants do shop at department stores for hair 
accessories, it is seldom that they would bought from less renowned outlets, like small 
shops at Mongkok. They believed that they can obtain better quaHty and services by 
shopping at the more renowned outlets. 
Teenagers were frequent buyers of hair accessories. Participants bought at 
least two hair accessories each month. Designs, price, color and quality are the four 
main criteria when they choose their hair accessories. Most teenagers said that they 
would buy expensive products (say over HK$250) if the design is unique and bold. 
The most expensive product bought by one of our participants was a hair clip from 
Loft, which cost HK$380 and the cheapest product was also a hair clip from street 
hawkers which cost HK$12. Whereas, executives and well-off participants were less 
price sensitive, but they emphasized designs, quality, services (both at the point of sales 
and after-sales), materials and brand names. On average, they bought one hair 
accessory each month. The most expensive item bought by these two groups was a 
limited- edition hair net by Alexander de Paris which cost HK$8，000, and the cheapest 
product was a hair betid at the Daimaru Japanese Department Store which cost 
HK$90. It is surprising to note that although teenagers on average spend less (the 
average is HK$120 and HK$250 for the other two groups) on a single piece of hair 
accessory, they buy more frequently.^  
Concept of a New Hair Accessories Retail Outlet 
In general, participants are in favor of a new hair accessories retail outlet 
because this could provide more variety for consumers. 
：23 
Product 
As far as products are concerned, teenagers felt that variety of choice is 
important and they are inclined to choose products that were fun and non-conformist. 
Quality was less important among teenagers, they were more willing to accept new 
products and designs. As for the other two groups, designs were also important, but 
they felt that quality was of equal importance. Some executives suggested that there 
should be more casual but yet elegant designs that were fit for work occasion, while ’ 
well-off participants suggested that there should be designs that were fit for evening 
wear. 
Most participants were in favor of the designs shown during the focus group 
interviews, but suggested that the quality could be improved. 
Distribution 
While most teenagers did not mind the place where the hair accessories were 
sold，they said that they would be more confident with the product if they are sold 
through renowned department stores such as Seibu, Loft, Mitsukoshi and Daimaru. 
They suggested that the counter designs should be cozy and warm, with little 
disturbance from sales ladies while they were choosing their products. 
The other two groups believed that distribution outlet could affect the image of 
the product. They suggested that high-end hair accessories should be sold through 
renowned department stores like Lane Crawford or Seibu so as to tie in with product 
.. ...,1 ,: » ‘ . . � . 'v'1 
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image. Most participants in these two groups did not have strong views over counter 
design. 
... L. a ., 
Services 
While teenagers were less concerned about after-sale services, the other two 
groups believed that good after-sales service could lead to positive product image. 
Some of such services that they would like to have include (in. order of priority) 
discount cards, repair services, (which include minor alterations), customizing, 
professional advice from sales ladies，newsletter and styling lessons. 
Price 
As mentioned earlier, teenagers are more price sensitive and well-off 
participants are the least price sensitive. However, it is worthnoting that most 
participants were willing to pay a little bit higher in exchange for excellent quality and 
services. 
Promotion 
Most participants bdieved that adequate publicity could promote product � ‘‘ .'v . . . , 
image especially for new products. Some of them suggested that discount sale could 
be launched initially to create product awareness. Our teenage participants believed 
that promotion programs should be unique and fun. They reckoned that they did not 
like boring advertisement. 
Implications 
v, ‘ , ' * 
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The results of both the survey and the focus group studies are duly taken 
account of and will be integrated as part of our business plan which is laid out in 
a “ • . 
Section 6 below. 
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INTERVIEW WITH HAIR ACCESSORIES ENTREPRENEUR IN 
HONGKONG, CHERRY CHAU , 
Cherry Chau turns her hobby into a business when she launched the Cherry 
Chau Creations in 1987: The collection includes a series of hair accessories，like 
combs, pins，hairnets, bows and hair clips which are all designed and manufactured by 
Cherry Chau's own production house. In less than eight years time，Cherry has been 
able to expand her business to other countries like London, Japan and Taiwan. 
Since the motivating forces behind Cherry's business is rather similar to that of 
the J&R Inc，，we have interviewed Cherry Chau with a view to getting a better 
understanding of the competitive environment of the hair accessories business in Hong 
Kong. 
History of the Cherry Chau Creations 
just like every woman； Cherry Chau loves beautifiil things. She started 
designing and making accessories for her own when she was very young. One day， 
Cherry realized that perhaps she can turn her hobby into a business. When Cherry 
went to meet the marketing manager of Lane Crawford, a renowned high-end Hong 
" - ， .,• ； . •‘ .納 丨 “；'• • .:: d ‘  s.,„ j ‘ ‘ ^  » • • ‘ /、：、•.〜 , 、 
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Kong Department Store, the manager was very impressed by the stunning designs and 
that was when Cherry started up her first hair accessories retail outlet. To date，Cherry 
� . � 
Chau's products are sold at all four Lane Crawfords in Hong Kong. 
The Cherry Chau Concept 
Products 7 
. ， 、 . ‘ . ' ’. 
While Cherry specializes in high-end hair accessories like bows，hair clips, 
hairnets, pins …etc., she is planning to expand the existing product line to cover 
evening shawls, gloves, evening bags and hats. The collection has hundreds of styles 
that use combinations of luxurious fabrics such as velvet, organza, satin and chiffon 
and decorations such as crystals, alloy metals plated with gold or silver. 
Most of the products are designed by Cherry Chau, a few of them comes from 
the idea of a British and a French in-house designer. There are three main collections 
each year with new designs dribbled in from time to time. 
Apart from in-house designs, Cherry also imported a small amount of 
accessories from France just to add variety to the product line. 
Marketing 
It will be surprising to note that Cherry Chau do not have any specific 
marketing plan in mind before she launched her products. She had not identified her 
target customers nor positioned her products to meet customer's needs. What seems 
to be the most fundamental aspects of marketing, like segmentation, positioning…etc. 
� , , . . . 
does not apply to the Cherry Chau Creations. Cherry's belief is that if people are 
looking for beautiful things, they definitely will like her products. 
At. present，the Cherry Chau products are sold through the four Lane 
Crawfords at Causeway Bay, Admiralty, Central and Tsim-sha-tsui respectively. 
However，Cherry also recognized that the prestige of Lane Crawford had limited her 
customer baselo a restricted group of wealthy women. In order to expand the 
customer base，Cherry said she was planning to launch a diffusion line which is less 
expensive to be sold through chain stores like Watson's. The other problem with Lane 
Crawford is that the consignment is too small to display all the designs. Therefore, 
Cherry said that she might open her own store eventually. 
Cherry had not launched any formal promotion campaigns for her products but 
yet, she is able to maintain some media coverage. As a celebrity，Cherry is interviewed 
by the media from time to time and she grasped those opportunities to promote her 
products. The most frequent promotion activity is the sponsoring of fashion show 
organized by the Trade Development Council. 
Competitive Environment 
Cherry Chau is very confident in the attractiveness of her products. The only 
brandname that she considered as competitor is Alexander de Paris, another hair 
accessories company targeted at the very high-end. Still, Cherry considered that there 
• . •  ； •+ * ‘ \ 、. . 
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is substantial difference between the two:- Alexander's products are more mature; and 
her own products are more energetic and diverse in styles to cater for different 
occasions. 
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When asked whether she will be afraid of other new entrants, Cherry said that 
she welcome any kind of healthy competition in the hair accessories market. 
. “ .... .- . : . . … ‘ .…. • . / :,.... 
Cherry Chau also recognized that there are many counterfeit products in the 
market as-well. Cherry' s advice is that since counterfeiting is unavoidable, one has to 
come up with new designs constantly, with the belief that by the time copycats have 
copied her designs, they were already outdated and replaced by new designs. 
Cherry Chau asserts that the greatest strengths of her products are their 
innovativeness in design. The major weaknesses are that the geographical coverage of 
her products are not wide enough and that she does not have frequent contacts with 
the sales, who are supposed to be the pillar of the whole selling process. 
Quality Control 
Cherry Chau believes that the best quality that one can hope for is at the hands 
of the people who produce them. She said that she did not set any quota for her 
production staff, but instead, they are allowed to work at their own pace. She is 
confident that since her staff are people who love beautiful things, the quality of her 
products are thus guaranteed. , 
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Conclusion 
Our subsequent interview with Ms Ann Lam? brand manager of the Cherry 
• " Chau Creation indicated that sales figures have dropped slightly for the last two 
quarters in 1994. Ms Lam said that the decrease could be attributed to the lack of 
promotion activities which inhibited market expansion. 
Further Advice 
The case of Cherry Chau Creations has inspired the J&R Inc. with a lot of 
insight as far as the operation of a hair accessories retail outlet is concerned. The 
following lessons can be learned:-
Products 
• Product designs are the soul of the whole concept. There should be a wide variety 
of new designs each season in order to satisfy the changing needs of customers. 
• The market for high-end hair accessories has not yet saturated. To meet the needs 
of those customers, the quality of the products should be strictly controlled. 
Marketing 
• Cherry Ghau has successfully potrayed herself as the symbol of beauty and prestige 
with her upper class background. While the J&R Inc. do not possess such 
• • • ' , p . ， ！ . . . 电 ‘，彳,.、， “ • .-：、 
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prominent figure, initial efforts should be concentrated on building up a strong 
brand name as a symbol of high quality and prestigious. 
.
1
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• Since the existing Cherry Chau Creations has targeted at the high end market for 
young executives and mature women, the J&R Inc., could consider widen the 
segment to cover teenagers who have better purchasing power than before. 
•J- .: ‘、： .. • � .. :.. ‘ . : - .. •., , . . , 
• It appears that Cherry Chau does not have any concrete marketing plans of her 
own, not even targets of sales and market-segmentation. This is not recommended 
for the J&R Inc. who is new in the market and have not yet build up a strong brand 
name. A recent drop in Cherry Chau's sales figures could be one of the results of 
the lack of a comprehensive marketmg plan. 
• Although Cherry Chau has successMy build up a strong brand name, there should 
be a proper promotion mix to remind customers of her products and to keep the 
customer base grows. A proactive approach should be taken to promote the 
products, 
• Since Cherry Chau reckoned that the flow of customers at Lane Crawford is not 
satisfactory, J&R Inc. should look for distribution channels that are more popular. 
However, the strengths of selling high-end hair accessories at Lane Crawford are 
that the product image is consistent with the store image and with their store loyal 
customers, it will be more easier to build up a group brand loyal customers. 
Customers and Personnel 
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• It is right for Cherry Chau to build up a group of brand loyal customers, but she 
••' I- \ 
should have build up a proper database to monitor the demographic and 
：.• � ‘ . . . ...,.‘ / ... ..... ' . ‘ . i 
psychographic characteristics so as to plan for the future direction of the company. | 
• The salesforce is poorly organized at the Cherry Chau Creations. There are no 
proper training for the salesforce,,which often result in poor.selling techniques. 
- Since the qualities of the salesforce will directly influence the selling process，it is 
advisable for the J&R Inc. to design its salesforce package carefully. 
• The production and operations staff have been loosely organized at the Cherry Chau 
Creations. It is prudent for the J&R Inc. to set up strict product standards so as to 
ensure the finest quality of products. 
A — .. : ‘ . . . ； 
Competition 
• Cherry Chau's philosophy in competition is advisable in a market where 
counterfeiting is a common phenomenon. There should be a wide variety of 
products and new designs so as to keep the sales figures grow. However, in order 
'to further protect the originalities of the designs, the J&R Inc. could consider 
applying for patents. 
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CHAPTER VI . 
THE BUSINESS PLAN , 
....• I ......,..‘. - ..'.... 
Executive Summary 
The business plan is developed to present J&R Inc. to prospective financing 
parties and to assist in raising HK$2.2 million for the start-up of the venture in Hong 
Kong. J&R Inc. had successfully secured HK$1 million equity investment from four 
investors (Ms Jacqueline Lau，Miss Mandy Lee, Miss Ruby Lam and Mr. Chung-Bon 
Ha, each holds 25 percent equity): The company is now looking for an addition long 
term loan of HK$1.2 milion，in form of a 5-year-note at a rate of 15 percent，from 
, major chartered banks in Hong Kong. 
The Enterprise 
J&R Inc. is a start-up business with four principals presently involved in its 
development. The four principals are Mr. Chung-bon Ha, Miss Ruby Lam, Ms 
Jacqueline Lau and Miss-Mandy Lee. They can be reached at 5/F, 5 Wah Lane, Sheung 
Wan，Hong Kong, Tel. (852)2545-9423. The four principals are now working on the 
development of hair accessories to capture the high potential Hong Kong hair 
accessories market.' 
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J&R Inc. is founded on the principals' holistic concept of beauty. The company 
believes that beauty xonscious women in Hong Kong, with increasing purchasing 
power, are seeking for high quality, distinctly designed hair? accessories to adorn their 
appearance. 
Market Potential 
:j • ..... . ••‘ ./ 
Market analysis conducted in Hong Kong (dated July 1994) indicate that，with 
the increase in personal disposable income, women in Hong Kong are willing to pay 
more for quality. By providing appropriate products and delivering excellent customer 
services, such as customized products and rendering professional advice，J&R Inc. can 
establish a strong foothold in the Hong Kong hair accessories market and pre-empt late 
entrants. 
The company will approach the market primarily through three selected 
product lines, namely, the Executive Line, the Prestige Line and the Fun Line，with the 
former two focusing on high-end and the latter on medium-end markets. Acceptance 
of our products will enable J&R Inc. to increase the breadth and depth of its products 
and services rendered. 
� Our Distinctive Competence 
Our strong relationship with professional coiffeurs and designers provides solid 
backup for both product and market development： J&R Inc. can leverage on the 
reputation of its strategic partners, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Swire 
School of Design and Le Salon Orient, in both- product designs and customer services. 
Presently, J&R Inc. has over 200 hair accessory designs. 
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Although J&R Inc. does not have its own in-house production capability now, 
one of its principals and investors, Mr. Chung-Bon Ha，is the owner of a trading house 
and factory，Foreland (China Development) Limited (hereafter known as Foreland) 
which will be J&R Inc/s major production partner. This allows J&R Inc. to secure 
good terms and maintain high quality production. • 
Key Personnel ./ 
Jacqueline Lau, Mandy Lee and Ruby Lam possess solid administration and 
marketing background which are J&R Inc.5s keys to succeed. Their indispensable 
understanding of the market are the main driving forces for the expansion of the 
company. 
Financial Summary 
Based on the detailed financial projections prepared by J&R Inc.，if the 
Company receives the required $1,000,000 from equity financing and $1,200,000 from 
long-term debt • arrangement in form of a 5 year note at the rate of 15 percent； it will 
operate profitably by year Two. The following is a summary of the key financial 
information:-
Financial Summary (HK$,000) . 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year4 Year 5 
Revenue ~ 3，222 1,563 17,982 ""2,068 23,789 
Expense 3,295 ；/ 15,382 17,286 18,882 20,971 
Pre-Tax($) -73 251 696 1,801 2,817 
Pre-Tax(%) -2.26 1.61 3.87 8.71 11.84 
ROA(%) - 0 3.81 12.04 23.10 31.39 
ROE(%) 0 15.12 36.07 49.70 45.40 
RQI(%) 0 13.01 48.53 132.96 222.45 
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The Enterprise 
J&R Inc. is founded on the belief that beauty conscious women in Hong Kong•’ 
with increasing purchasing power and acute sense of beauty, are seeking for all 
varieties of high quality, peculiarly designed hair accessories to adorn their appearance. 
J&R Ina，s mission is to create a large variety of high quality, professionally designed 
hair accessories and render professional services to satisfy these needs. Product items : 
including hair bows, clips, nets, bands, as well as hair pins will be developed. 
The concept of J&R Inc. is based on the principals' holistic approach towards 
beauty, which emphasizes that women with suitable hair accessories that are 
harmonious with their apparel can enhance their unique personal attributes. This 
holistic approach towards a total sense of beauty requires not only peculiar designs, 
but comprehensive services, including customizing products for individual customers 
and providing professional advice with regard to the appropriate styling and dressing 
codes that matched well with our products. J&R Inc； intends to deliver this entire 
concept through it's well-trained front line staff to our customers. 
j&r Inc. will be,a hair accessories retail chain with retail counters setting up in 
• . . ' .:. “ . . . ‘ , . .. . .W： -.. “ ‘ ‘ v ： . ‘ . ':， ,. 
selected leading department stores and prestigious hair salons in Hong Kong. J&R 
Inc expects to be recognized as the leader in product quality，design and customer 
services in the Hong Kong Hair accessories market： To achieve this, we will: 
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• Work in conjunction with leading designers and coiffeurs in Hong Kong to ensure 
leadership in product design and create coifiures to match our products. 
.Regularly add new designs to the existing product lines to maintain broad choice 
for customers. / 
.Ensure that all front line staff have sufficient product knowledge and attempted to 
develop their acute sense of global and local fashion trends. 
.：•• . . . . . . . .�. . • “. 
In its first two years of operation, the main goal of J&R Inc. will be to ensure 
customer satisfaction and to attain a minimum of 15 percent ROE. Long term goals 
are to grow by expansion to establish a collector's boutique under the name of J&R 
Inc. and subsequently to introduce our products to the Greater China market and 
establish in-house production capacity： 
Market Analysis 
Traditionally, the hair accessories market in Hong Kong receives less attention 
than it deserves. With the increasing consumption power of women in Hong Kong，this 
market expands rapidly and indicates a high potential. Women in Hong Kong are now 
more willing to spend more for better quality. They are more individualistic in then-
attitude towards fashion, ’ 
To better our understanding on the market and the needs and wants of our 
customers, a comprehensive market analysis was conducted. Our market analysis is 
based on: (i) the Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics and Half Yearly Economic 
•'  • -• ' „ • . ' � .�• ‘ ： . . . . ： frl � : V� , ‘ V- � 
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Report; (ii) a questionnaire survey, (iii) six focus group interviews; and (iv) a 
competitor analysis. 
Hong Kong monthly digest of statistics and half yearly economic report 
Female accounted for 45 percent of the total work force in Hong Kong? which 
is roughly 25 percent ofthe total population (roughly 6 Million as at May 1995), and is 
increasing steadily. Per capita spending in 1994 representing an increase of 3 percent 
over 1993，and contributed to 86 percent of their total disposable income. 
Questionnaire survey 
Among the 253 questionnaires received, more than 60 percent of the 
respondents had purchased hair accessories in the past six months，with 17 percent of 
them purchased six items or more in that period. Respondents aged between 16-25 ‘ 
and 31-40 tend to purchase more hair accessory items. They are mainly students, 
white-collar workers or hoiusewives. Those respondents with monthly household 
income exceeding HK$30，000 generally expressed that products existed in the market 
are either of low quality or lack of variety. 
Focus group interviews 
To obtain more inputs from potential customers and to verify our business 
concept, six focus group discussions were arranged in summer 1994, Respondents 
reveal similar attitudes and hair accessories buying behaviors across the same segment. 
All together, three potential market segments were identified, namely:- (i) executive 
women; (ii) women from wealthy household; and (iii) young girls. 
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Women executives who are either single or married generally display strong 
confidence and concern on self-image. They frequently purchase hair accessories for 
A , 
work occasions: They tend to look for high quality hair accessories with basic designs 
that can mix and match with their wardrobe. The desired products should be easy to 
.... . j .- • ..,  . • "' J “ « 
apply but yet able to embody their self-image. 
^ Women who are not economically active/but come from wealthy households 
are more beauty conscious and have more leisure time to shop for alternatives. In 
general, price is not a main concern for them; quality and the symbolic meaning behind 
the purchase are more important： Buying behavior is strongly influenced by reference 
groups and role models, mainly their friends and kin, in this context. 
Young girls who are students or employees also demonstrate high concern on 
self-image and have strong urge for being unique. They are more willing to accept 
new product concepts and iri favor of bold, fiin, unique and chic designs. Moreover, 
they are the most price sensitive among the three segments. 
Competitors analysis 
J&R Inc. is positioned at the mid to high-end of the hair accessories market in 
Hong Kong. Although there exists a number of hair accessories boutiques clustered at 
the low-end of the market/ customers of those are not our target. Products offered by 
those hair accessories boutiques are of low quality and generic design. There are 
absolutely no customer services to talk about. Their customers are extremely price 
sensitive and functionally oriented, which is completely different from ours. 
f
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On the other end of the market, J&R Inc. can expect to face competition from 
three competitors presently s^ lHng'in the market, namely, Cherry Ghau Creations, 
• ..�. ..� . . . 
Alexander de Paris, and Accessorium. Below is a summary of some important 
characteristics of J&R Inc.'s potential competitors, 
• Cherry Chau Creations 
It has established retail counters in Lane Crawford Department Store since 1991. 
Its major product items including hair bands and bows. New products were ; 
introduced every four months targeting women executives. Product design is 
responsible solely by the owner of the company, Mrs. Cherry Chau. The lack of 
new designs in the recent product introduction indicates that the company is now 
facing difficulties in generating new designs to satisfy customer needs. Products 
are premium priced at the HK$400 to over HK$1，000. 
• Alexander de Paris 
It has established retail counters in local department stores including Lane 
Crawford Department Store and Sogo Department Store and retail outlet in the 
Galleria Mall since 1985. Major product item is hair clips and are mainly imported 
from France. Their product line shows a limited breadth and new products were 
introduced only twice a year. Products are premium priced at the HK$600 for 
basic designs to over HK$2，000 for hand-made products that are limited editions. 
• Accessorium 
It establishes its own retail outlets outside department store. It has three 
accessories boutiques located at prime but yet low traffic location of the Central 
District shopping malls. Accessorium has limited product range on hair accessories 
>� .•. ，, . , . .,. .a. -,' \ •*• 
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and is targeted mainly on hair accessories for causal occasions. Products are 
imported and new designs are introduced quarterly. Products are priced at the 
— HKS250-400 range. 
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Products And Services > 
The Products 
J&R Inc. has developed a series of hair accessories for women in Hong Kong, 
using high quality materials and professional designs and cuttings. Major product 
types include hair bands, bows, clips, pins as well as hair nets, Functionally，all 
products assist in hair styling and adorning apparel for different occasions. However, 
with the increasing demand for trendy designs and high quality products that can match 
with an individual's personal image and taste, product design could result in valuable 
attention for J&R Inc.'s products. 
Initially, the company plans to introduce three major product lines, the 
Executive Line, the Prestige Line and the Fun Line, targeting at customers in different 
- ‘ • 
pyschographic and demographic segments in Hong Kong. New products will be 
introduced every quarter to enhance product variety and match seasonal fashion 
trends. 
• The Executive Line . 
This will include hair bands, bows，and clips that are positioned to create an 
executive look. Designs will be slightly traditional to communicate a sense of 
professionalism. A wide range of fabrics, including silk, velvet, wool and linen, with 
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two color tones, pastel and the darker tone like black and navy will be used. 
Traditional fabrics' and color tones are used to ensure that the accessories can go 
well with almost all of the wardrobe - the kind of convemence that working women 
.are looking for. 
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• The Prestige Line 
This will include mainly bows- pins and nets that are meant for more formal 
occasions. The use of velvet and silk together with grand and/glamorous designs 
will communicate a sense of elegance. A limited number of bows with pearls, 
diamonds and golden threads will be produced to cater the extremely high-end of 
the market, 
• The Fun Line 
This product line is to cater for the individualistic young customers. Products will be 
medium-range priced but emphasis will be placed on chic and wild designs and lots 
of variety. Fun and colqrful are the images we want to carry with our products. 
Gradually, the breadth of selection will increase to provide an even larger 
product variety To date, J&R Inc. has created approximately seventy new designs for 
each of the three product lines. 
Verbal agreements had been made with the Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Swire School of design and Le Salon Orient for accessories and coiffiires design 
backup. This can ensure the quality and the originality of the corresponding designs. 
Patents will be applied for where appropriate. 
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Customer Services 
Front, line staff will be trained to maintain sufficient product knowledge and 
skiUs in styling With J&R Inc.'s hair accessory items. This enhances their ability to 
demonstrate the different applications of our products to create ideal effects. Staff are 
also provided with information on both global arid local fashion trends to assist them in 
rendering professional advice to our customers. 
J&R inc. will line up leading coiffeurs of Le Salon Orient in Hong Kong to 
offer a series of video seminars to educate our customers on how to better apply our 
products and demonstrate coiffures that go well with them. In this way, J&R Inc. can 
increase the professional image and creditabiUty of J&R Inc. in the market. 
J&R Inc. also plans to offer customizing services. J&R Inc. will engage 
professional designers and coiffeurs to customize hair accessories for individual 
customers for special occasions, like evening parties and wedding banquets. The 
customizing service will involve the design of the hair accessories as well as hair styles. 
. ...广 ...：， • ； --:. • . . . . . - ‘ ‘ • • - . . 
Minor product alternation to better fit our customer needs can also be arranged with a 
minimal charge. 
Customer services will be further strengthened through the establishing of VIP 
membership for customers who spend more than HK$1，000 in any purchase. J&R Inc. 
will also regularly update its customer database and continuously'research into our 
customers' needs and sources of satisfaction. A semi-annual newsletter will be 
published and circulated to members by mail to inform them of upcoming events like 
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promotional sale. We will also include some articles concerning recent trends in ladies' 
accessories — coiffiires.1 The cost for the set-up of the VIP Club and related 
activities is budgeted at HK$50,000. 
J&R Inc.'s Competitive Edge 
The SWOT analysis of our products vis-a-vis our competitors is as follows:-- • ... . . .v; ”. . - . - . .-
,> 、 , . — ， - — —-•—— —- + 
Executive and Prestige Lines Fun Line _ 
Strengths~~ • Strong professional backup on . Widevanety ^ 
product designs and customer • Wild and bold design as 
services 齿om Swire School of mainstream in the product 
Design and Le Salon Orient 
• < I � • Low production cost through creative and unique designs 
the best terms secured with 
Foreland, our investment 
partner. 
• Presently have 200 designs. 
• Customizing designs — — 
Weaknesses • Competitors already exist in . Competitors already exists m 
the market the market . 
.Brand reputation not yet 
established ： 
Opportunitie • EQgh market potential due to . The market is totally 
s the continue market . untapped and there is no 
expansion existing well-established 
• Competitors faced difficulties brand 
in producing new design • Products in the market are 
mainly imported and are of 
irregular and limited supply 
Threats “ • Counterfeiting of our designs • Counterfeiting of our designs 
“ J&R Inc. will be the only company in the market that provides comprehensive 
customizing services in product designs and professional advice. The strong 
relationship established with designers and coiffeurs allows J&R Inc. to leverage on the 
,well-established professional images of its strategic partners and helps in differentiating 
J&R Inc. from its competitors. 
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Convenience of location, flow of shoppers, rental terms and conditions, and 
consistency of our products with the image of the store, are the major criteria in 
• x . . . . . 
selecting our distribution channels.. 
Our products will be distributed through setting up retail counters in 
prestigious department stores and hair salons in Hong Kong. Reason for not having 
.stores of our own is that the rental expenses in prime shopping areas are too high. The 
more affordable rental terms for retail counters setting up in equally high traffic 
,department stores can attract same amount of shoppers yet at a much lower cost. 
Although this distribution strategy may Umit J&R Inc.'s flexibility in assigning its retaH 
� counters, such limitations are more than compensated by the substantial rental savings. 
Retail counters set up in hair salons will be our second major distribution 
channel. This will increase the proximity of our products with an activity that is closely 
related to hair styling. With coiffeurs as experts in rendering professional advice to the 
customers and a s s i s t i n g i n the appUcation of our products^ ^^  credibUity and image of 
our products； and hence sales, will be enhanced, 
‘ • ： ‘ ； "^V - • ‘ ,..... . 巧. ， ： 、 ' 、 . 、 ’ _ . ’ - i . . ,.�. 
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As a result, we have chosen the Lane C r a w f o r d Department Store, Seibu 
Department Store and Valentino Boutiques to distribute our Executive and Prestige 
. � 
Lines. Both of them are well-estabUshed stores in Hong Kong famous for selling high 
quality fashion and accessories. The store image is consisted with^  t^ 
meaning of our product lines； The Cherry Chau Creations and Alexander de Paris, our 
two major competitors, have also established retail counters in the Lane Crawford 
Department Stores. Although this would mean head-on competition, our product 
image could be enhanced by being sold through the same channel. This is particularly ‘ 
important as our brand name is still fresh to the market and our major task here is to 
instill awareness of our potential customers. 
Regarding hair salons, the Executive and Prestige Lines will be sold through Le 
Salon Orient, a prestigious salon headed by Kim Robinson in Hong Kong. Le Salon 
Orient is very popular among celebrities and movie stars in Hong Kong. It would 
increase the attractiveness and referent power of our products if famous people are 
portrayed as our "typical" customers. 
Our Fun Line will be sold through the Loft Department Store and Lane 
Crawford Express, a series of newly established department stores that are well known 
for selling fiin and chic items. The stores are located at the Central District, Causeway 
Bay and Admiralty. They have attracted lots of young people who are looking for new 
shopping concepts. Their store images are consistent with our Fun Line products. 
Although some counters existing in the Loft Department Store and Lane Crawford 
-. ., … .',：；.. .. .... .、 '. ‘ .. ； “ • 1 .,. ‘ � ’ ‘ - 、-… ，， “ ‘ . : 
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Express also offer hair accessories； the designs and image of those products are 
entirely different from our Fun Line. 
By aggressively merchandising a comprehensive line of products and services 
that meet customer needs, J&R Inc. plans to dominate the chosen distribution 
channels. 
: J
. ' ‘ •' ； . • , f 
Pricing Strategy 
Premium pricing strategy will be applied to the Executive and Prestige Lines as 
we are targeting at the relatively non-price sensitive segment of the market; our 
prospective customers are willing to pay more for better quality and designs. The 
prices will be in the HK$400-800 range depending on the complexity of the product 
designs and the material used. Whereas for the Fun Line, the products will be priced at 
the medium high level in the HKS150-250 range. Accompanying the premium pricing 
will be a series of comprehensive customer services aiming at creating customer 
satisfactions. 
Advertising 
The Executive and Prestige Lines will be known as t£Rhapsody" and are 
characterized by peacock feathers, which communicates a sense of elegance, 
gracefulness as well as the uniqueness of our products. The slogan t£Hair Rhapsody: 
playing passion and elegance" will be used in our print ads. Whereas the Fun Line will 
be known as "Jelly Beans". The slogan ccLife is fun and colorful" will be used to 
appeal to all those who are young at age and at heart. 
！ •” “； '.：. . .. , . ‘ 1 ‘ • . \ ‘ 、•、. ‘ -、. 
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Materials will be developed to promote the uniqueness and quality of J&R 
Inc. 's products and services. J&R Inc. expects that the majority of its advertising will 
.a , , • 
be print ads in fashion magazines i n c l u d i n g Elle, Mode and Marie Claire. The costs 
incurred in the development of the print ads and media buying are estimated at 
HK$100?000, , 
Public Relations ' / 
J&R inc. also plans to sponsor fashion shows. The first event will be to 
sponsor the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Swire School of Design Graduation 
Fashion Show. The objective of such sponsoring activities is to promote the concept 
that a "total" sense of fashion cannot go without hair accessories. A total of 
HK$80,000 will be budgeted for this particular event. 
Promotion 
Leading coiffeurs will be invited to demonstrate the latest hair styles that go 
weU with our products. Customers with a purchase of HK$500 or more could enter 
periodic lotteries conducted by J&R Inc. Prizes include a free styling session at Le 
Salon Orient and cash coupons good for next purchase. 
Customers who buy HK$1,000 or more during our promotion sale are entitled 
t0 sign up as our VIP customer, who will enjoy privileges including the entitlement to 
a 10 percent discount card valid for one year and receiving quarterly newsletters on 
our latest products and promotions. 
.
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' Operations 
Planned Operations 
J&R Inc. has entered into verbal agreement with Foreland for the 
manufacturing of Ml J&R Inch's product in the first three years of its operations. One 
of our investors, Mr. Ha is the owner and manager of Foreland, J&R Inc.'s sole 
production partner at the early stage. Foreland has satisfactorily produced prototypes 
for existing designs in the fall of 1994 and demonstrated high quality workmanship in 
their production. The production lead time for Foreland is estimated at around 4-6 
weeks. Mr. Ha will also assist in overseeing product manufacturing to ensure 
consistent high quality production and workmanship. Since Mr. Ha is the owner and 
manager of Foreland and one of our investors (a 25 percent share holder)，the chance 
of new designs being counterfeited during the manufacturing period is eliminated. 
Foreland will also be responsible for the packaging of the products. J&R Inc. 
will introduce a unique packaging concept for all its products. Instead of packaged in 
plastic bags，the customers will be offered recycled paper boxes. This will slightly 
increase the production cost, yet we can benefit from the unique image created. The 
cost of the packaging will be included in the cost quoted by the Foreland. 
Production Costs 
？J^ ife'^ aitefe!,.??/ ju*、二 二V :. . .'.' 二 rriS'jC S ; .. . v . ,: • „,••；. • .7. •  ：. ‘ s •‘ 
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Through its own research and discussions with Foreland, J&R Inc. has 
estimated its cost of sales as shown in ^ t^^ The quotes specified 
A 
that Foreland will be responsible for controlling raw material, packaging and 
production labor costs. In its verbal agreement, Foreland has offered to hold all 
inventory and to ship directly to our storage facilities at its own cost. The terms of 
payment should be settled within 90 days upon delivery. 
Retail Counters Operation 
The operation of retail counters in Lane Crawford Department Store, Seibu 
Department Store, Valentino Boutique, Loft Department Store, Lane Crawford 
Express as well as Le Salon Orient will follow a cooperation practice. The 
corresponding department store or hair salon will be responsible for providing all the 
necessary utilities for day-to-day operations. This includes telephone system, billing 
system, umbrella advertising and promotion campaign etc. In return，a fixed 
percentage of commission based upon the transaction amount will go to the 
corresponding parties. Management of the premises wHl replenish the am^^ (after 
deducting commissions) back to the premise lender on the fifteenth day of the next 
calendar month. Costs incurred in the cooperation practice vary among different 
• parties. Such rental terms will result in varying operating costs which vary 
. ‘.,.* ‘-- . . . . . : . , 
-..、，_ ‘ .... . . . _ j • . • ‘ 
corresponding to monthly sales performance. 
Following is the summary of commission charged by each of the selected 
channels:-
For Executive and Prestige lines (Rhapsody): 
；• ' / ； 。 • • - ‘ ’ ,.; • . : , - ,• /.. '、 ,. ‘ i ; • • ' ^ •， .... -
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• Lane Crawford Department Store 50% 
• Valentino Boutique 30% 
• Seibu Department Store 3 0% 
• Le Salon Orierit ' 30% 
For Fun line (Jelly Bean): , 
• Lane Crawford Express 30% 
• Loft Department Store 30% 
Regular retail counter renovatipns will be carried out by J&R Inc.. J&R Inc. 
plans to renovate its counters twice a year to maintain fresh images, yet create the least 
disturbance to daily operations. A total budget of HK$65,000 will be allocated for 
renovation purposes. This amount is forecast to increase 10 percent annually. 
Services and Support 
Regular training on hair styling using J&R Inc.'s products will be conducted in 
conjunction with Le Salon Orient. Trailing will be arranged before the introduction of 
new products, i.e. four times a year. These training costs are estimated at HK$70,000 
and are incorporated in the cost projections shown in Chapter 9. 
Customizing designs for both hair accessories and coiffures will be arranged by 
J&R Inc.. Design experts will work on a job shop basis. In this way，J&R Inc. benefit 
from the credibility of design experts and reduce the cost and complexity of providing 
the service in-house. 
Facilities and Properties 
• .. , i 
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The company expects to operate from rented facilities in Causeway Bay, Hong 
Kong in its first two years of operation. The average annual rental rate is estimated at 
, '' a , 
HK$180 per square feet. At this location, J&R Inc. will maintain an 800-square-foot 
o伍ce arid storage facilities. As J&R Inc. expands, a second storing facility will be 
established in Kung Tong,. Kowloon to replace the initial Causeway Bay office. In 
later years, the company/expects to produce its own products and establish in-house 
production capability in mainland China. 
Management And Organization 
Key Management 
The company's three principals are: 
Miss Jacqueline Lau Director 
Miss Mandy Lee Marketing and Sales Director 
Miss Ruby Lam Product Development Manager 
The three principals, along with Mr. Chung-bon Ha, are the co-founders of 
J&R Inc.'s holistic attitude towards a total sense of beauty. Their backgrounds are 
outlined below and detailed resumes are listed in Appendix 2 . , 
Miss Jacqueline Lau will be the President and the Administrative Director of 
J&R Inc., Miss Lau obtained her Master of Business Administration degree from the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong and has worked in the Hong Kong Government as 
Administrative O伍cer where she was respon$ible for the formulation and 
implementation of Government policies. Her work experience and her extensive 
1
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personal network helps her to gain access to our target customer groups. J&R Inc. 
can leverage on her personal relationship to obtain favorable terms. 
. > . 
Miss Mandy Lee is a graduate of The Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
she will be the Marketing and Sales Director of J&R Inc.. As a PubUc Relations 
Officer in the American Chamber of Commerce (Hong Kong), Miss Lee had built up 
an extensive network In Hong Kong and Mainland China which is cmoM to the future 
expansion of J&R Inc.. She is now an associate of the Market Access Ltd. where she 
had gained valuable market information on China market. Her experience in marketing 
and public relations, together with her solid academic training, are great assets for the 
J&R's China development. 
Miss Ruby Lam, who will receive a Master of Business Administration degree 
in 1995，will be the Product Development Manager of J&R Inc.. She had worked for 
Coca-Cola China Holdings Eimited as Market Research Executive and participated in a 
number of product development projects in the Greater China market Her experience 
in marketing research and product development fuels J&R Inc.'s strategies in better 
understanding its customers and identify potential market segments. 
Ownership 
The ownership of J&R Inc. prior to the raising of additional equity is listed as 
follows:-
Shares(%) Contribution(HK$)" 
Chung-Bong Ha , 一~""“�""“25' “ “ 2 5 0 ,_ 
Ruby Lam 25 250,000 
JacqueUneLau 25 250,000 
.、.々 :... 54 
MandyLee 25 250,000 
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Organization Structure 
The basic annual salaries and the number of positions required for the 
operations of the company are outlined in the following table:-
Position Number Basic Annual Salary(HK$) 
President/Administrative Director One� / 120，0p0 
Marketing and Sales Director One 120'000 \ 
Product Development Manager One 120,000 
Secretary/Bookkeeper; One' 84'0^ 
Office Assistant One 78'00^ 
Sales Persons Fourteen 一_60，000 � 
Initially, the above three principals will be responsible for the administration of 
J&R Inc • They will be assisted by a secretary/bookkeeper and an office assistant. 
The success of J&R Inc. depends largely on the competencies of its front-line 
staff，only experienced salespersons will be recruited. J&R Inc. will establish counters 
in all three Lane Crawford Department Stores, two Valentino Boutiques, two Le Salon 
Orients, Seibu Department Store, two Loft Department Stores and Lane Crawford 
Express. Counters in Lane Crawford and Seibu Department Stores will be staffed by 
two salespersons, counters at Loft will be staffed by One sales person, two floaters are 
also staffed and contribute to the total of 14 salespersons requirement. Sales activities 
at Lane Crawford Express, Loft and Le Salon Orient will be carried out by existing 
staff or coiffeurs； On top of basic salary, the sales force will follow a commission 
package where 5 percent of the sales will go to the person responsible for the 
* , r .... , • ‘ 严.， “；？, .、 
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transaction. Benefits equivalent to 15 percent of employees' salary will be reimbursed 
into the company's contribution to the employee pension funds. 
� . . . 
Since people are the greatest asset of J&R Inc., continuous training will be 
offered for existing staff in liaison with Le Salon Orient and Swire School of Design on 
the usage of hair products and latest trend in fashion. In-house training program on 
sales technique will be organized to improve the selling process and professional 
human resources consultants like the DDI Asia/Pacific Limited will also be invited to 
conduc^ raining program when necessary. 
The J&R Inc. firmly believes in open communication channels. Since the sales 
force is the bridge between customers and the corporation, monthly meetings will be 
held with the sales force to solicit their ide.as on ways to better serve our customers. 
Risk Reduction Strategies 
J&R Inc. is aware of the risk that may threaten the viability of its operation. 
The following summarizes major risk reduction strategies implemented:-
• Intellectual property protection by means of patent； on product designs. 
• , New designs will be introduced continuously with the contributions of students and 
alumni of Swire School of Design. 
• Arrange detail contractual agreement with Foreland stating terms and liabilities of 
both parties. At the same time, ensuring that Foreland will remain as our 
manufacturer for at least the first three years of operations. 
•‘ ‘ . . . . .)、 . . . . . . ^ •,： ‘ ‘ . ： 
• Invite staff involvement in deriving strategies for the corporation. 
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Exit Strategies 
According to J&R Inc.'s' financial projection, the company does not require 1 • .. ‘ . ' ' .... .  /�. • , . - .• .. . ‘ . ‘ �t • 
additional funding in its first five years of operation. Retained earnings generated from 
its operation is sufficient to payback the long term debt and finance future 
development. In case when either s shareholders wishes to withdraw from his/her 
investment, the following schemes will be exercised where appropriate:-
• The Company will buy back the odd shares using its retained earnings generated. 
• Internal auction among existing shareholders for the odd shares. 
Only when the above options were not applicable will J&R Inc. consider to 
take on external shareholders. 
Financial Data 
The following schedules； which have not been audited or reviewed by an 
independent CPA, provides details financial projections for year One through Five of 
J&R Inc.'s operation. These projections represent management's best estimate of 
future financial performance. 
In summary, J&R Inc. expects to have a positive cash flow in Year Two and to 
be profitable throughout later years. By the end of year Five, The Company 
anticipates operating at a 42 percent gross profit margin, with a return on equity of 45 
.... 'I • . • ^ %： 4, ., • . ,, 
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percent. The drop in ROE is due to planned establishment of J&R Inc.'s in-house 
production capability in mainland China. 
Notes and Assumptions For Financial Projections 
All financial statements have been projected on a quarterly basis and 
summarized annually for year Three through Five. Figures are shown Hong Kong 
.勹.；•. •' • • . ,. ^ ' . - ' ... - .‘  ‘ • . . , . ‘ 
dollars (Exchange rate: USS1-HK$7.8). ‘ ： 
Projected annual income (Detailed in Appendix 3) 
Net sales 
For planning purposes, J&R Inc. has divided the market into two different 
segments. Rather than seek the outside additional investment necessary to mount 
extensive campaigns including all the potential market segments, J&R Inc. plans to 
focus initially on the two selected segments. Equity investment, cash flow from these 
market segments and debt secured by.inventory and account receivable will'provide the 
funds necessary for further expansion of the company. In the initial years, short term 
borrowing will be arranged to meet basic cash flow requirements. 
J&R Inc. expects to be operating in the Greater China market in year Five and 
‘ 1 . 、 、 ： “ . . ' ^ .. .: fci' . 
sales projections assume entry into the China market in the last quarter of its fifth year 
of operation. 
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Sales for each segment was projected using assumptions on the number of 
retail sales counters established, the number of transactions and the average transaction 
volume. This information is obtained through passive observations at our potential 
competitors' counters and the six focus group interviews conducted earlier. 
For each segment of the market，the following formula were used to calculate 
the total sales per segment:-; 
. .�. :. , , • • , .  • . - "N : • - ' . •. :. . 
Product Line Average Average no. No. of Total Sales 
transaction of transaction counter per line 
volume 
Rhapsody x x = 
Jelly Bean x x __Z ： 
Each segment is expected to grow at a rate of 10 percent with a 5 percent price 
inflation annually. 
Cost of goods sold 
The cost of goods sold were estimated based on the manufacturing costs 
quoted by Foreland and various department stores. The costs of goods sold covered 
the payment to contractors for the production and manufacturing costs, counter rental 
fees，costs incurred in designing and prototyping and other patent costs before mass 
production. Foreland will be responsible for raw material costs and labor and charged 
to J&R Inc. as the gross production and manufacturing costs. 
Operating costs 
Benefits for all J&R Inc. 's employees are estimated at 15 percent of their annual 
basic salaries. All salaries are assumed to increase at 10 percent annually. 
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Expenses of $65,000 related to the semi-annual sales counter renovations will 
be incurred，with expenses continuing in the first year of operations. These expenses 
are expected to increase at 10 percent per year. 
Sales and Marketing expenses based on the market plan outlined in the 
marketing section are as follows :-
Year One 丨 — 
—— • Initial Marketing Campaign (HK$) 一 ; 
Packaging Design j，= 
Marketing Planning =，： 
Market Research, advertising and other promotional expenses j ou'uuu 
„ 18,000 Miscellaneous ： 2 
Total - 5 4 2 ,_ 
For year Two through Five，sales and marketing expenses are projected at 15 percent 
of sales. 
General and administrative expenses are detailed in the following lists. Rent 
expense in year One and Two is based on 800 square feet at HK$180 per square foot 
annual rental rate, with 5 percent increase in the second year. In year Three through 
Five，rental is based on 2,000 square feet at $210 per square foot，with a 5 percent 
increase per year. These rental costs include space that Wll be allocated to 
administrative and inventory storage activities. However, rental costs associated with 
the sales counters will be treated as direct costs and included in the cost of sales 
estimates. 
General & Administrative Expenses (HK$) 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
SakrieT —"" 1242000 1366200 1502820 1653102 1818412 
Benefits 124200 136620 150282 165310 181841 
Telephone 3276 ： 3603 3964 4360 4796 
Traveling 0 0 50000 55000 60500 
‘ 60 
Utilities 18000 19800 21780 23958 26354 
Account fc Legal 6000- 6600 7260 7^986 8785 
Rent 86400 90720 252000 264600 277830 
Other 1 ： • 12000 13200 14520 15972__17569 
^ f 1491876 1952623 2152626 2355288 2577588 
h ' , : . , t v -. ‘ .， ‘ � “ ：' ‘ . 4 • : ： (• s . , .. .、 • 
Interest income and expense 
Cash balances at the beginning of the period are put in the bank for that period 
at an average rate of 4.5 percent. Interest expenses on both long-term and short-term 
. • x . > •-
debt are charged at an 15 percent annual rate. 
Income tax expense 
Income taxes are calculated at 16.5 percent of net income before taxes, less any 
tax-loss carry forwards and are assumed to be paid in the quarter in which they are 
incurred. Tax-loss carry forwards are estimated on a quarterly basis by adding retained 
earnings last quarter, if negative，to the current quarter's net income. 
Projected annual cash flow (Detailed in Appendix 4) 
: : . ， / A m i m m u m cash balance of HK$90,000 is assumed for the purposes of these 
projections. 
Cash receipts 
Collections are assumed to be made in 45 days. To simplify the projections, 
interest is assumed to be received in the quarter in which it is earned. 
Cash disbursement 
\ � ' • K “ � f . \ “ ‘ 
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All expenses，apart from the production cost, are assumed paid within 30 days. 
Capital expenditures in year One include $100,000 for office equipment and $30,000 
for two computers and appropriate software licenses. No other capital expenditures 
are anticipated in year One. 
. I ' . ' • ‘' z 
In the following years, office equipment and other fixed asset additions are 
projected at 1,5 percent of sales. These items are appeared as fixed assets on the 
balance sheet. 
Long-term debt in this projection does not include repayment or additional 
borrowing. Long-term debt consists of a 5-year note with an annual interest of 15 
percent. Interest expense and income tax are both assumed to be paid during the 
quarter in which it is incurred. 
Short-term borrowing and repayment 
Short-term financing is assessed to be based on a revolving credit line with a 
maximum limit of 50 percent of the total account receivable and inventory balance in 
any quarter. Additional funds are borrowed quarterly to cover cash shortfalls and 
maintain a minimum cash balance of $90,000, Short-term debt is repaid as funds 
become available. 
；、： • * , •“ •以 v . •，. ::... 
Projected balance sheet (Detailed in Appendix 5) 
Assets 
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Cash included short-term investment. A minimum cash balance is assumed to 
be maintained through borrowing of short-term funds as necessary. Accounts 
'V • , . ‘ � • . • ‘ . … - •. 
receivable are projected assuming a 45 days receivable period. 
. . -i - . . . . . . . • . . 1 . .‘ ' . . . .¾ ‘ 
Inventory is projected based on an analysis of the projected market expansion. 
Fixed assets include the caphal expend^ previously. They are depreciated 
on a straight line basis over five years. 
Liabilities • 
Accounts payable include all payable and non-income-tax accursed expenses., 
On average, these expenses are paid in 30 days, except for the production and 
manufacturing costs where the 90 days term applied. 
Short term debt is projected and to maintain a $90,000 minimum cash balance. 
Projected short-term debt is based on a revolving credit Une that is repaid as funds 
become available. Interest on those funds is charged quarterly at an annual rate of 15 
percent. 
Owners' equity 
Projected equity is comprised of initial equity of investment by the principals of 
$1,000,000 at the beginning of year One. 
Retained Earning includes income and loss beginning in year One. All prior 
costs are included in deferred start-up cost. 
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Below shows a summary of projected annual financial ratios 
Year ! Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Days Receivable 45 45 45 45 45^ 
Days Payable / 30 30 30 30 30 
Gross Profit/Sales(%) 29.08 31.89 34.89 39.50 41.89 
NetIncome/Sales(%) 0 0.83 2.70 6.43 9.35 
Debt/Equity Ratio 1.64 1.39 0.89 0.45 0 
r0A(%) 0 3.81 12.04 23.10 31.39 
r0E(%) 0 15.12 36.07 49.70 45.40 
R0I(%) 0 13.01 48.53 132.96 222.45 
Current Ratio LB1 2.19 2.44 7^8 2 ^ 
rapifa— and Structure 
Based on the detailed analysis of J&R Inc.'s projected financial results 
presented in the previous chapter. The Company projects a need of $1,000,000 in 
equity investment. 
A. � •‘ ： - • .. ' .,「 ‘ ：• . • r • £. , 
These funds will be used to finance the initial marketing effort，establishment of 
the retail counter operations, to continue in product development and to provide 
working capital for the Company as it begins operations. A 5-year note of $1,200,000 
with annual interest rated at 15 percent will also be needed to finance the operations 
and the marketing activities at the beginning of the venture. 
� . . . . . . � . . \ . 
The terms of this transaction are subject to negotiation between the bank and 
the four stockholders of J&R Inc. 
. . . . . . … . . . . . . • ' ) 、 • :••-.••. ‘ ••勢•- .:’.. . . : 、 • . ： ， . . 、 
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APPEM)IX 1 V 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE HONG KONG HAIR ACCESSORIES MARKET 
Part I Buying Behavior V 
1 How many hair accessories have you bought in the past 6 months? 
( ) None ( )0ne 
()Two ( ) Three 
( )Four ( )Five 
( ) ( ) More than six 
2. In what district(s) have you bought those hair accessories? 
()No particular districts, 
In — ^ — 
(Please state no more than two districts) 
3. From which type(s) of outlets have you bought the hair accessories? (You can 
choose more than one answer) 
()Department Stores' Counters ( ) Boutiques 
()Hair Accessories Specialty Shops ( ) Street Hawkers 
()Others 
4. Do you have any preference for the country of o(igin of hair accessories? 
()No particular preference 
()Yes, ； 
(please name no more them two countries) 
5. Which of the fbllowing best represents the price of the hair accessories that you 
have bought in the past six months? 
()Under HKS100 • ( ) HK$101 to HK$200 
()HK$201 toHK$3D0 :( ) HKS301 to HK$400 
.()HK$401 to HK$500 ,( ) Over HK$501 
. . . . . . "... '•‘ 1. ,-- • 
\ 、广.， � . : l � . ‘ . ：‘ •:.‘...,. ‘....气...，？ ，，、. ：’ “ ‘ ‘ ,1 •  ‘ . .‘ 
v ' � “ 1 '/-"' ‘ ,,, ‘ ( ‘ 4 , » ‘少 ‘ ‘ ‘ V ' ‘‘ ';.� “ • '.‘ ‘ • ；. . •• . . . . . �.+  
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6. Please rank the following factors in terms of their relative importance in affecting 
your decision in buying hair accessories. (With 1 being the most important and 8 
being the least iipportant) 
()Wide variety of styles and colors 
()Quality 
()Country of origin 
丨()Price . _ . . . : � 
()Prestigious brand name 
()Value-added services, like sales assistant's advice for using the accessory., 
etc. 
()Popularity among peers 
()Mix-and-match with your own wardrobe 
7. What kind of services, in order of priority, do you expect to find in a hair £ 
accessories specialty shop? 
()Advice from friendly sales assistants for the different usage of accessories. 
()Tailor-made services 
()Newsletter of up-to-date styles of hair accessories 
()Courses on hair care and styling 
()Gift wrapping services 
()Mail order 
( ) I never bother to find out the brand name of hair accessories. 
Part II Personal Information 
1. Age 
()10-15 ‘ ( >16-20 
()21-25 J )26-30 
( ) 31-35 ( ) 36-40 
\ )41-45 ( )45-50 
()Over 50 
2. Education Level 
()Primary level ‘ ( ) Secondary level 
()Tertiary level ( ) Graduate School or above 
()Others, please specify ； 
3 Personal Monthly Disposable Income 
• ( ) Below HK$5，000 ( ) HK$5?001 - HK$10,000 
()HK$10,001-HK$15?000 ( )HK$15,001 - HK$20,000 
()OverHKS20,000 
4 Personal Monthly Disposable Income 
‘()BelowHK$5?000 ( ) HK$55001 - HK$ 10,000 
()HK$10,001 -HK$i5,00p : ( ) HK$15,001 - HK$20,000 
()HK$20,000 -HK$25,000 ( )HK$25,001 -HK$30，000 
()OverHK$30,000 
- . “ 66 
5. Occupation 
()Professionals ( ) Administrative/Managerial 
()mite-collar workers ( ) Blue-collar workers 
()Students ( _ ) Housewives 
()Unemployed ( ) Retired 
()Others, please specifi . -
.••''' • ' . (、..，、. .. .: , . .. , . 4K .'::?•:,� ’ ‘ ‘ . . ' ' ' 、 . ，、：., 
‘'“/• . � . - . ‘ ‘ i , 
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APPENDIX 2 
RESUMES OF KEY MANAGEMENT (PART 1) 
Ms Jacqueline Lau，27, Director of J&R Inc. 
....‘•• . . . ‘“ . ；, • . . . . . •： , ' .、 . . ： ， y . . _ . , . 
Education Background 
1993 to MB A, The Chinese University of Hong Kong (Degree expected in 
Present Spring 1995) 
1986 to 1990 Bachelor of Social Science (Hon)，The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, 
Major in Social Work, Minor m Sociology 
Work Experience 
“ Aug. 1990 to Administrative Officer, Hong Kong Government , 
May 1993 An Administrative Officer assists at various levels in the formulation and 
implementation of Government policies. When I was at the Economic 
Services Branch, I assisted in the formulation of energy policies and the 
monitoring of powk companies, ranging from their operational 
efficiency to their profit control schemes and development plans，with 
the assistance of professional engineers and accountants, as weU as 
overseeing the general management of the Royal Observatory and the 
Electrical and Mechanical Services Department. 
I was subsequently posted to the Home Affairs Branch, coordinating 
territory efforts within and outside Government in promoting civic 
education and human tights concepts； 
List of Achievements，Awards 
1993 - 1995 ^ Recipient of the inchcape P^^^^ 
performance 
1988-Stage Speaker of t h e wirming team in the annual Intervarsity Cantonese 
Debating Contest sponsored by the Cathay Pacific Airways 
：68 
1988 - Stage Speaker of the Hong Kong Combined University English Debating Team 
in the Annual Varsity Challenge Debating Contest sponsored by Dr. Stanley 
HO against the National University of Malaysia 
List of Extracurricular Activities 
1990-95 - Member of the World Wide Fund for, Nature 
1986-89 - Stage Speaker of the Chinese University Cantonese and English Debating 
Teams 
Language 
Excellent Chinese (Cantonese and Putonghua) and English 
.••...,’. -.； ,“. . - - ‘ r ; ... '' . .: ‘ ( 、 “.. •�, 
• "i . • '...• ； .： ‘•> 、. . . .. '� • 、.丨；.，. ，.• . .. �, .、 v, . • . . .. ‘ ‘’ . • • •- . . ‘ • s _.，-
‘_ ‘ - _ ‘ ： , V - .,• . 5 - ‘ “ ,�'. 
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APPENDIX 2 CONT'D (PART 2) 
Miss Mandy Lee, 27, Marketing and Sales Director of J&R Inc. 
Education Background 
1994 to M. Phil: in Social Science? the Hong Kong University of Science and 
Present Technology (Degree expected in fall 1996) 
�.:• : � “ ‘ if.I _ .' . ‘ . ^ 
1986 to 1990 Bachelor of Arts (Hon), the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Major in Philosophy, minor in Government and Public Administration 
Work Experience 
April 1993 to Associate, Market Access Ltd. 
Present . …, 
Extensive experience in marketing, research, public affairs and industry. 
Knowledge of marketing conditions within Greater China region and 
US, solid academic training and language capabilities. Exclusive access 
to decision-makers in Hong Kong, Washington, Bering and Chinese 
provinces for the exchange of ideas and market opportunities. 
Clients include Hong Kong public-listed companies, multi-national 
companies in Fortune Top 100 and industrial conglomerates. 
Successful marketing strategies helps those clients devise effective entry 
strategies and ongoing marketing programs in China. Also help one of 
the clients to set up.a US$70 million joint venture in Guangdong and 
others. 
Travel extensively in China and set up excellent network (both in central 
and operational levels). Good media relation with foreign journalists in 
Beijing. Able to identify and grasp the booming China market 
opportunities through all these contacts. 
April 1990 to Public Affairs/Public relations Co-ordinator, the American Chamber of 
Aug. 1992 Commerce in Hong Kong 
Monitored both political arid economic issues affecting Hong Kong and 
Hong Kong's viability as a business and financial center. Overall 
responsibility for all media relations. Disseminated information to 
media and Chamber members. Event management. 
Worked closely with other Chamber departments to promote Chamber 
programs, such as luncheon, speeches，seminars, community and 
% • . :. :： • , .,. . .:，.. ；>.、•_”,. ,.、.. ‘ ':. . :. . . ？ ,: i . . .• .. . . - .， .… %‘ 
.:.• . . . .  ‘ - ‘ . ‘ 1 ： . 1 ： • . .'、.，.;:，j . . . . . ‘ . , ... 
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commercial projects. Built up a strong sense in political and 
commercial issues. Good contacts in academic and business sectors. 
Coordinated and promoted delegation for local and US businessmen in 
Hong Kong to look at trade and investment opportunities in China and 
other South Eastern region. Enhanced self communications and 
connections through these programs. 
Language Excellent in Chinese (Cantonese and Putonghua) and English 
.： . • . ' t • 
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APPENDIX 2 CONT'D (PART 3) 
Miss Ruby Lam, 23，Product Development Manager of J&R Inc. 
,.•' . � . / • :....� . “ - .J •.: . . :¾ 
Education Background 
1993 to MBA, the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Present (Degree expected in Spring, 1995) 
Fall Term, Exchange Student (MBA), The,University of Western Ontario, Canada 
1994 
1990 to 1993 Bachelor of Science (Hon), the University of Hong Kong 
Major in Environmental Science 
Summer Work Experience 
Summer, Market Research Executive, Coca-Cola China Holdings Limited 
1994 ¥ v ‘ . . . ' 
Conducted market research and supervised fourteen interviewers m a 
supermarket channel consumer study. Analyzed and documented 
research procedures and findings. Assisted in the new product 
development project for the China market. Visited major cities in 
China, interviewed opinion leaders and monitored focus group 
interviews. 
Summer, Clerical Officer II，I^ bor Department of the Hong Kong Government 
1992 
Interviewed local job seekers and made referrals to potential employers 
List of Achievement and Awards 
1994 Recipient of Exchange Scholarship, The University of Western Ontario 
'1994 Recipient of Lomak Industrial Co. Ltd. Exchange Student Scholarship 
1993 Recipient of The University of Hong Kong Alumni Outstanding Student Award 
1991 Recipient of Shell Company Outward Bound School Scholarship 
List of Extracurricular Activities 
1991-93 Student Representative, Faculty Review Committee of the Faculty of Science, 
The University of Hong Kong 
：72 
1991 Vice Chairman of Society Development Committee, Science Society，The 
University of Hong Kong 
1989 President ofScience Society, St Clare's Girls' School 
1989 Internal Secretary of Joint School Science Society 
Language Excellent Chinese (Cantonese and Putonghua) and English 
.- .... . . ； . , , ., , .-/ '' .  ‘' \ . . . . �� 
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APPENDIX 3 
PROJECTED ANNUAL INCOME (HK$，000) 
I Yearl Yearl Yearl Yearl Year2 Year2 Year2 Year2 Year3 Year4 Year51 
I ~ Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
^ 3m 3337 5^；3™ 3706 3838 3974 4U6 蘭 20683 23790 
bs68 - - = ； ； 二 - - - q 
� 2285 2366 2450 2538 2524 26!4 2707 2803 U709 125!4 叫 
I o , QT7 Q70 1005 1041 1182 1229 1267 1313 6274 8169 9965 
^：)衡脾 929 29 29 29 32 32 32 32 35 39 4 2 . 、 
C^ er^ x^penses • � • g 3 384 397 412 1798 2068 2379 
Product Design 322 334 34b ^ ^ 9 316 1410 1596 1807 
Sales and Marketing 282 267 273 279 318 302 309 316 � ^ \ 
2^=0她011 J 4 0 6 』 : 4 4 5 445 445 445 2212 前 277! 
^ ^ S i n g 讓 脈 1025 1108 H34 1203 1152 1245 5578 6368 7147 
丽 .73 f-102 -20 -67 48 21 115 68 696 1801 2817 
I n o n io 17 15 15 14 14 14 16 27 , 
Interest Income 0 二 二. 45 45 45 180 180 180 
Interest Expense 45 45 45 4!> 4) 幻 
NetlncomebefCetax 捕 措 … - 9 6 18 -9 84 37 530 1637 2664 
L 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 45 308 440 
Expense(@16.5%) 
L l n c o m e A t o ^ . • ^7052-95716 18096 -949S S4405 37048 485 1330 222a\ 
I 117689 127011 — 1 
. — - ' , '•‘ . “ . • , 
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APPENDIX 4 
PROJECTED ANNUAL GASH FLOW (HK$,000) 
Openi Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year 
rig 1Q11Q2 1Q3 1Q4 2Q1 2 Q2 2Q3 2 Q4 3 4 5 
Beginning cash 0 2200 1952 1775 1676 1527 1489 1422 1447 1423 1638 2657 
balance / 
Cash Receipt 
Collections 0 3222 3337 3455 3579 3706 3838 3974 4116 17982 20683 23789 
Interests 0 0 20 18 17 15 15 14 14472 14 16 27 
Long-term debt 1200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 
Equity 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Financing 
Total Receipt 2200 3222 3356 3473 3595 3721 3853 3989 4130 17996 20699 23816 
Disbursement 
Operating 0 3295 3438 3475 3646 3658 3817 3859 4048 17286 18882 20972 
Expenses 
Capital 0 130 50 52 54 556 58 60 62 270 310 357 
Expenditures 
Long-term 0 O , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1200 
Debt 
Interest 0 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 180 180 180 
Expense 
二 Income Tax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 308 440 
Expense 
Total 0 3470 3533 3572 3745 3759 3920 3964 4155 17781 19680 23148 
Disbursement • 
Net Cash Flow 2200 -248 -177 -99 -149 -37 -67 25 -25 216 1019 668 
Gash before 2200 1952 1775 1676 1527 1489 1422 1447 1423 1638 2657 3325 
Loans 
Short-term 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Borrowing 
Short-term 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Repayment ‘ .��.. .「'.：、； ：:1 ; . k ：〜..... , 
Ending Cash 2200 1952 1775 1676 1527 1489 1422 1447 1423 1638 2657 3325 
Balance . � ‘ ‘ • ^ 
....•�..'.’.  . • I� V .… ,•'* ^ . •••’.，、. • . 
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APPENDIX 5 
: . i . . . . . . : . : , 、 . . . . _ .. ‘ ':J • ：  . .， 
PROJECTED BALANCE SHEET (HK$，000) 
Opening Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year 
Balance j q^ x q 2 x q3 1 q4 2 Q1 2 Q2 2 Q3 2 Q4 3 4 5 
AfsjsGtS * 
Cash 90 264 425 596 663 798 869 1005 1069 1493 2598 3104 
Accounts 0 1074 1112 1152 1193 1235 1279 1325 1372 1499 1723 1982 
Receivable 
Inventory 0 50 188 275 341 355 419 444 518 629 911 1442 
Fixed Assets 0 130 180 102 106 109 113 117 121 331 580 667 
Accumulated. 0 -26 , -36 -20 -21 -22 -23 -23 -24 -66 -116 -133 
• Dep.‘ 
Deferred Start- 2110 1688 1350 1080 864 691 553 442 354 145 59 24 
up Costs 




Account 0 109,8 1146 1158 1215 1219 1272 1286 1349 1441 1573 1748 
Payable 
Short-Term 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Debt .. 
Taxes-Payable 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 308 440 
Long-term debt 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 0 
Total 1200 2298 2346 2358 2415 2419 2472 2486 2549 2686 3081 2187 
Liabilities 
Owners, Equity � 
Capital Stock 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Retaining 0 -118 -127 胃 1 7 4 -210 -251 -261 -177 -140 346 1675 3900 
Earning 
Total Equity 1000 882 873 > 826 730 748 739 823 860 1346 2675 4900 
Total 2200 3181 3219 3184 3146 3168 3211 3310 3410 4031 5T56 7087 
Liabilities and 
Equity • ！ 
. • . . ‘ ' ‘ 
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